Pawfect Manners training program

Pawfect Manners Dog Training!!
WE TRAIN DOGS THROUGH LOVE AND RESPECT

“Pawfect Manners Dog Training”
www.pawfectmannersdogtraining.com
07975525463
Our basic obedience 121 training comes in 6 sessions; Sessions to suit, the exercises we
will cover in these sessions will be as follows: (depending on your dog’s progress)













Heel on the lead
Heel off the lead
Sit while on the lead
Steadiness at gateways and doors
Sit, and steadiness on passing (animals, cars and people) on the lead
Sit, stay and lay down while on the lead, with/without distractions
Socialisation while on the lead
Teaching to “leave”
Sit, and whistle recall while on a long leash (depending on progress)
Sit, whistle recall without the leash, in a secure field (depending on progress)
10 minutes at the end of the 1st 2nd 3rd and 4th session, demonstrating to the
owner the exercises covered, which is your homework until the next session
The last two sessions training the owner and his/her dog all of the above
depending on progress.
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We aim to cover all of the above, but it also depends on your dog’s progression,
different breed dogs are born with different working instincts and progress in training
at different rates, we cannot rush training, we have to be 100% on one command before
moving onto the next.
I will introduce your dog to the whistle from day one, (if requested) this method is
easier to use when it comes to training recall.
We recommend that your dog’s first four sessions, are spent with the dog trainer
alone, therefore, your dog has chance to get used to his/her trainer without parental ;)
distraction, this is also so the trainer can assess your dog’s current ability, and to help
correct any faults, but our aim is to train the owner as well as the dog, so the last two
sessions are, the dog’s owner being trained by the trainer, and for the dog’s owner to
demonstrate his/her ability at handling their dog, the trainer will assess and advise the
owner on his/her faults or improvements.
We also recommend bringing your dog on an empty stomach. We will require treats for
your dog, not his/her usual treats but something else that he/she likes.
Session five and six, will be, trainer, training the owner and dog, recapping on all
previous sessions so the owner has all training techniques and ability’s to have a happy
and obedient dog.
At the end of each session the trainer will demonstrate how to handle your dog, this is
to help you, to keep up the training while at home. We ask all owners to keep up with
the exercises, this is where a lot of dog owners fail, and they bring them to training
sessions, but fail to keep up with the trainer’s advice and exercises.
A happy dog makes a happy home, a well behaved dog makes a better companion, and a
dog that listens, makes walkies much more enjoyable and fun for dog and owner, an
obedient dog doesn’t run out in front of a car.
Advice to the owner:
Start as you mean to go on, if you are consistent you will avoid confusing your
puppy/dog and training will develop quicker.
Puppies have a very short attention span, so train little but often, keep it short, but
simple, but most of all keep it fun. Puppies/dogs respond better to a cheerful voice,
rather than threatening tones.
Gentle play builds up trust and a strong bond between you and your puppy/dog as well as
making training fun.
Patience is very important in dogs training, so do not try to rush things, you will only get
frustrated and confuse your puppy/dog, and may pick up bad habits. Don’t put a old
head on young shoulders.
Keep training interesting, introduce a range of different rewards incorporating play,
fuss, praise, treats and toys, but keep it calm, this will stop both of you getting bored.
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A trained dog is easy to manage and a pleasure to own, teach your dog to sit when being
greeted (so it never jumps up) and only small patting from friends, family ect.
It is important for your dog to have off the lead exercise, however, good training is
essential to ensure it comes back to you when called.
Control any overenthusiastic adults and children around your puppy/dog, do not allow
overenthusiastic petting and play.
We in no way imply, or act upon, any physical or cruel discipline towards any dog, in any
way at all. We can assure you your dog will be treated with love and respect, and we
carry out training and discipline in a calm appropriate manner, if your dog gets
distressed or agitated though his/her session, then we will cut the session short and
carry on where we left off into the next session, this is purely because, dogs which
have short attention spans become bored and start to have selective hearing ie
misbehave.
If you require any more training or advice, then please ask, I train to the more
advanced stage of, gundog training, and fun agility to stimulate the brain and make
training more fun.
We hope you and your dog enjoys your training sessions, we wish you every success in
owning a happy obedient family companion.
All the best from your trainer Hayley, and thank you for showing an interest in
Pawfect Manners Dog Training.
Thanks again
Hayley!!
Fully Insured with Pet Business Insurance…!!
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Training Plan for the more advanced. Gundog Training or for fun!!!

Months of
Training

Months of
Training

3

Sit

Heel

No

E
Leave it

E&G
Get In

E&G
Hand Signal
Training –
Returning to
whistle
E&I
Sighted
Retrieve
G
Hunting
Hedgerows

4

5

E&G
Dead There

E&G
Gone Away

6

I&A
Chastisement

G
Hand Signal
Training

G
Get Out/Go
Back

G
Sitting at
Distance
Hand Signal
I
Over

7

8

9

12

14

16

18

I&A
Drop –
Disobedience
to
G
Discipline
I&A
Dropping to
Shot
A
Disobedience
I&A
Hand Signals
at Distance
I&A
Unseen
Multiple
Dummies

E = Early Training

G
Jumping

I
Discouraging
Game

E
Retrieving.
Encouraging a
good delivery
E&G
Get On

4

G
Association.
Learning by
G
Disobeying
the return
whistle
G
Heel

I
There/Lost

I&A
Quartering
I&A
Introduction
to Water
I&A
Disobedience
to Drop
I&A
The Three
Ladies
I&A
Unmarked
Retrieves

G = General Training

3

5

6

7

8

9
I&A
Retrieving
from Water

12

14
I&A
Unmarked
Retrieve
First Season
Experience

I = Intermediate Training
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16

18

A = Advanced Training

